SAFETY IN
COMMUNAL AREAS
A guide for residents living in
blocks of flats, maisonettes
and converted properties
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Safety in communal areas
As your landlord, your safety is important to us. We are responsible for
keeping the areas where you live safe and we need your help and
cooperation to do this.
This leaflet gives you more information about this important issue.

Keeping communal areas clear
We are responsible for all the communal areas where you live. We must make
sure that you and any visitors to the building can escape in the event of an
emergency.
Staircases are especially important as they are used by you and firefighters
when a fire occurs.
For fire and other health and safety reasons, we must be strict about keeping
communal areas clear. Our policy says that you may not use communal areas
for storing your possessions. This is why we are reminding everyone to remove
any belongings, decorative items and mats from outside their homes.
Items we do not allow include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doormats, rugs, runners or carpet tiles
Pushchairs
Bikes
Shoes and boots
Shopping trolleys
Furniture of any kind.

Other items we can restrict on fire safety grounds include:
• Plants (unless supplied by us)
• Pictures (unless supplied and fitted by us).
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Mobility aids
If you own a mobility scooter or mobility aid, please store it inside your home.
Please don’t leave them in communal areas, as they are a high-level fire risk.
Although we are not responsible for providing storage or charging areas for
mobility scooters or mobility aids, we want to help. We are making every
effort to provide on-site storage for mobility vehicles and buggies where it is
practical to do so.
If you need help with this, we will work with you (and any support agency
providing support to you) to find a safe and suitable arrangement.

Balconies
Balconies can also present a high level of risk. Fires can spread very quickly if
items on balconies catch on fire, as flames can leap up the side of buildings.
If you have a balcony, please make sure that any stored items are fireproof.
Barbecues, fuel containers and gas bottles, in particular, should never be
stored on balconies.

Why we are acting now – legislative, regulatory
and practical reasons
This policy is not new. Following the events of recent years, we are now
enforcing the policy strictly. Our strict approach is intended to minimise risks
and meet our legal obligations.
Recent fire safety legislation has placed extra responsibilities on us as your
landlord. We must make sure that, if there were a fire in your block, there
would be nothing in the communal areas to prevent the fire service from
doing their job.
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We must make sure that everyone can get out of the building safely. For
example, we must make sure that no items are left in communal areas that
could fuel a fire and give off toxic smoke. This smoke could affect you or
hinder your safe escape.
In addition, statistics from the fire service, in response to an increase in firerelated deaths, have shown that certain types of property are a higher risk.
These include blocks of flats or multi-occupancy buildings.
The reasons for this include the effects of toxic smoke from stored items,
rubbish, ornaments, volatile or combustible items and the danger of glass
exploding when exposed to intense heat.
Plus, stored items such as bikes, could make it difficult for you to get out,
especially if you have mobility issues.
We would also like to remind you that the front entrance door is usually our
property. Where the door is not owned by us (for example, in some leasehold
schemes), you must not alter it without our written consent. This is because it
is part of the fire protection for the building.
We must also comply with certain statutory obligations. Part 1 of the Housing
Act 2004 requires housing providers to deal with identified or known hazards
within residential properties.
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 says we must carry out risk
assessments. Part of this assessment focuses on escape routes, which include
communal areas. We must make sure that the structure of our buildings and
the communal areas within them meet fire and safety regulations.
The law says we should work closely with the fire service and local
environmental health departments to make sure risks to residents in blocks of
flats are minimised.
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What you need to do
Part of our job is to prevent problems rather than just react to events. For this
reason, we ask you not to store or display anything in the communal areas, as
these spaces are for residents to go to and from their homes.
Your Property Manager will inspect the communal areas regularly to check
that no personal items are being stored there.
If your Property Manager finds an item in the communal areas, they will put
a notice on it. The notice will ask the owner to remove it from the communal
area within a given timescale. If they don’t remove it, we will dispose of it. To
avoid us doing this, please keep your possessions in your home.

Here to help
Your Property Manager is here to help. If you think you might not be able
to remove personal items from the communal area, or you need any more
information, please get in touch.
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For more information
L&Q Group
T: 0300 456 9996
www.lqgroup.org.uk
@LQHomesMatter
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